
APPENDIX E 

Individual feedback and expert responses following the online survey: 

 

Q65: 'Loading tests' for specific tendinopathies should be included in a recommended 

minimal reporting set. 

Agreed 61%  

NO/Disagree 25% 

Unsure 14% 

 

Comments: Although the majority of participants agree that loading tests for tendinopathy 

would be useful as a minimum reporting standard, comments indicate that in light of the 

large heterogeneity of levels of activity/ability of included participants across studies, as well 

as an agreed lack of agreed gold standard “loading tests” for each tendon region indicates 
that further work may be needed.  

 

Q65 

"not sensitive; agreed loading tests, but maybe not for all; loading tests provoke localised 

pain and increase in load provokes increase in pain generally; for the sake of meta analyses 

not needed perse; loading tests would need to be tailored ie a group with systemic disease 

versus an athlete group; you may not want to load all tendons fully;  

This helps to describe the type of participant to which the intervention was applied - 

important for interpreting results of interventions;  

As a load related musculoskeletal condition, reporting of the loading tests is a good idea. The 

issue that ought be resolved before is what tests for which tendons - and that should only 

occur for each separate tendon, after a thorough systematic review of the literature, a 

Delphi process of experts (survey and meeting), which then comes up with either a (a) set of 

loading tests and how they are validly, discriminatingly and feasibly measured, or (b) 

priorities and and agenda for research that leads to (a);  

Again, here nice to have and not need to have - main challenge is which tests to do given 

hetergeneity of levels of activity/ability of those in studies;  

critical;  

Pain during loading may be important, as we often use it in the clinical setting; 

 

Q51: The 'standing height' of the participant should be included in a recommended 

minimal reporting set.  

Agreed 61%  

NO/Disagree 25% 

Unsure 21% 

Comments: Discuss in relation to BMI calculation. 

 

Q51 

"why;  

obvious;  

as long as BMI included;  

this is a must;  

not important at all " 
 

 

Q62: The 'history' of the tendinopathy of the participant should be included in a 

recommended minimal reporting set. 

Agreed 46%  

NO/Disagree 21% 
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Unsure 32% 

 

Comments: Response provided indicated a significant amount of uncertainty as regards the 

meaning of “history of injury”.  We will discuss this at the meeting.  To provoke thoughts 
leading in to our discussion - when we refer to “history” of tendinopathy we are trying to 
ascertain if current symptoms are first incident of symptoms or are a recurrence of previous 

symptoms or indeed if people in the control group have ever had tendinopathy. This may be 

even difficult to ascertain given the nature of tendinopathy but we can discuss if it is an 

important concept. 

 

Q62 

" I am not sure what is meant by this;  

what does history really mean; not specific; this does assist the reader but ackowledge it 

may be difficult to report other than ovreall duration of symptoms and number of 

relapses…perhsp;  
what is meant by history;  

yes but history needs defining;  

Although I would like this - it is very messy in terms of describing in a standard way?;  

But this is often hard to register, because some individuals do not know where it started 

and where in the timeline they became asymptomatic; 

gives a sense of previous exacerbations; As stated here "history" is not clear - maybe this 

is something to take at the meeting;  

Not sure how you propose this is measured; In principle I think this is a good idea - but 

how will it be reported and measured requires some work - which I propose precludes it 

at this stage as a recommendation;  

Not sure exactly what would be included here, but often participants are poor historians 

and as mentioned above, access to more reliable medical records can be difficult. If we 

can get an idea of duration and previous major interventions, this would be useful; 

especially in controls" 
 

 

Q67: There are other participant characteristics that should be recommended in a minimal 

reporting set.  

Agreed 46%  

NO/Disagree 21% 

Unsure 36% 

 

Comments: The responses are outlined below – a few points to discuss at the consensus. 

The responses can be grouped broadly into the following areas 

 Lifestyle factors – Race – sleep – smoking - socioeconomic – status, beliefs    

 Physical activity levels – link with domains  

 Previous invasive treatments (injections, surgery etc). 

 

Q 67 

Prior/current persistent pain states;  Prior management (especially if it is to be repeated in a 

trial) 

 

Sort of covered above but in activity levels, determining sedentary against active, regular 

training and elite/professional athletes. This could be in hours/week of tendon loading 

activity or similar... 

 

Work status and of work (physical/sedentary) to obtain an impression of total amount of 
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load 

 

lifestyle factors (sleep, smoking)  socioeconomic status  beliefs     

 

Variation of pain during day  

 

Race - in some studies, differences have been shown  Type of labor - heavy, moderate, light 

 

Surgery history ; Bilateral or unilateral symptoms 

 

phase of season?   

 

Previous invasive treatments (injections, surgery etc). 

 

type of sport; training intensity  type of work;  work duration without break 

 

Performance level (for athletes) 

 

These next two statements relate to how you describe your cases and controls (symptoms 

during what test?). 

 

Q63: 'Pain maps' should be included in a recommended minimal reporting set 

Agreed 30%  

NO/Disagree 28% 

Unsure 22% 

 

Q63 

“variability in how to do these but pain spread may start to identify responders and non-

responders;  

too much work;  

not helpful;  

this is potentially desirable but may complicate; 

It would overload the patient and the researcher; location, location, location; If there are 

accepted maps for the various regions this could be useful - have to defer to those with 

more expertise here.   Conisder the generalisability of the minimal set if you do this - if there 

is a which to have this in there - then you could have a supplment;  

A good idea - but how measured and reported needs some work before it ought be 

recommended; Perhaps when technology to do this digitally is more widely accessible. 

Paper-based maps burdensome to deal with/analyse; what is the advantage? 

 

Q61: The 'primary aggravating activity' of the tendinopathy of the participant should be 

included in a recommended minimal reporting set. 

Agreed 22%  

NO/Disagree 30% 

Unsure 48% 

 

Comments: Many people commented that they did not understand this statement.   

 

Q61 

"I have found that 'aggravating' activity or factors can be an amorphous notion, depending 

on the profession and the patient - I would value discussion on this before deciding. How it is 
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measured and reported I find somewhat difficult to picture in my mind. And here in the 

minimal reporting recommendations - the measure and how reported is an important 

factor;  

Not sure if you mean reporting only one activity. For many tendons, there may be a number 

of different aggravating activities, different between individuals and for one individual this 

can be different from week to week;  

This may be difficult for many patients. Underlying assumption is load is always a 'primary 

factor'; not realistic nor all that relevant;  

This may lead to huge variation - accompanying standardised list of "daily 

movements/positions" which patient can use to indicate aggravating activity?;  

seems to be difficult as often it is a combination of factors; may help identify sub groups; 

may not be one;  

As a long term sufferer of Achilles tendinopathy myself I could not define a primary activity 

for myself - as such I would not know how to put this in.  I wold have a flare if I ran further 

than I am trained to do, jumped rope much longer than i normally do, or played tennis 

longer than i am trained to do - and i do all 3 things often - so which one would be my 

primary?; defines what load is affecting the tendon; often hard to establish from history 

taking; it depends.  It could be important in some tendinopathies.  It has to be assessed on a 

location by location basis; 

 

Q64: 'Imaging' of the tendon in participants (patients and controls) should be included in a 

recommended minimal reporting set. 

Agreed 30%  

NO/Disagree 37% 

Unsure 33% 

 

Comments: The main issues raised by participants appear to be around 1) Its relevance in 

terms of clinical utility 2) Research vs Clinical Context and 3) Additional burden (cost and 

man power) on research teams to include when undertaking clinical trials in tendinopathy. 

 

 

Q64 

"influences diagnosis and management;  

again poor relationship bewteen structure and pain in tendinopathy at present;  

essential to have a verified diagnosis;  

Imaging of the tendon perhaps to ensure structural change accompanied the pain. Possibly 

also to exclude comorbidities. Could equally make a case for no imaging if load-pain 

response and pain map data are robust inclusion criteria;   

depends on the study purpose and aims;  

if studies image cases they should image controls or neither;  

ideally yes - althought it may not be always be universally available;  

As in terminology part. I think it is not necessary on some locations (e.g. Achilles 

midportion), but useful in others (e.g. patellar tendon);  

Yes, but it should be considered that the diagnosis is clinical. Imaging should not be used as 

the only criterion for diagnosis;  

may have its place in research, but not in clinical practice;  

Imaging is "nice to have" not "need to have" info.  As per imaging section in core set  You 

can do good studies without it in my opinion; This should be considered after the domain set 

is established. It should not be a recommendation at this stage as there are implications 

across a number of areas, such as: (a) relevancy, (b) validity, (c) reliability, and (d) resource 

implications to list a few;  
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Not needed and this should not be encouraged! If imaging is also used in eligibility criteria, 

this information should be included in the flow chart;  

There is often a burden to image imposed by reviewers/journals that will not accept 

publications without imaging confirmation of pathology. This does mean much higher 

expense for research projects in situations where clinical examination is now largely 

considered the gold standard - remainder of sentence cut??" I believe imaging to describe 

structure is an important piece of information however might not be feasible in all trials due 

to costs. 

 

Potentially there are multiple groups when imaging is considered 

1. Symptomatic and pathology on imaging (tendinopathy) 

2. Asymptomatic and pathology (tendon pathology) 

3. Asymptomatic and no pathology (control) 

4. Symptomatic and no pathology (no tendinopathy, other source of pain) 
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